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l PROCEEDINGS

2 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: We have three pending matters

pd
3 that we want to speak to this morning. We have-in mind

4 the motion to reopen on contention 1. Secondly, a base
,-

5 we'll be growing out of in one way or.another, the

6 affidavit of mixed contentions from Eddlemar. and from

7 Runkle for CCNC;-and finally, we have a motion from the

8 Applicants that Mr. Eddleman be required to further

9 specify his EDI diesel contention. We can also discuss

10 other matters the parties want to raise, but those are the

11 main things that we want to speak to this morning.

12 We are prepared to rule on most aspects of the matters

13 I just referred to. There are a few aspects relating

14 really to the contentions where we had some questions that

15 were not -- we want to get some further information before

16 we did that.

17 I might just add that in the past, since the transcript

18 of this telephone conference will include decision by the

19 Board, we will review the transcript, will do any editing

20 that's necessary to correct or perhaps add or subtract or

21 modify what we said in the transcript, but the transcript,

22 with such amending as turns out to be necessary, we'll
;

r- 23 then Xerox and serve on the parties.
' Q,))

24 We want to turn first to the motion to reopen joint

25 contention 1. This was a motion that was filed by

. . . -. . . . . .... . - - - . - . . . . . . - . . . . . . -_ . . - . . - ~ . . . .
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; -1 Mr..Runkle on the 13th of November.. We subsequently

I 2. received. responses from the Staff on the 28th,_from th'e-
: j%.

; 3~ 3 ' Applicants-on the|30th, both the Staf f and the Applicants

J4 opposed.
,

4

,
Motion has essentially two main aspects. Firstrit'5

E

6 seeks.to reopen contention 1 in order to-receive Mr. Van.'

.

.7. Vo's affidavit.and also expectation that we'd subsequently.*

i 8 . hear ~Mr.. Van Vo's testimony, and then the second part has-

9' to do with the Board admission of some material produced

- . 10 by the: Staff.in response to FOIA requests.

111 Turning to the first part, the Van Vo affidavit of
(

12 proposed testimony -- sounds like some sort of major

|- 13 construction project is going on in this telephone ~ call.
'

1: s
1 14 Can everybody still. hear me?.
i

i 15- (Discussion off the record.)
s

16 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: 'We are denying this aspect of-

c

17- the motion to reopen, call it-the Van Vo aspect. In'the,

18 first place, I agree with the opposition pleadings, it's

19 not. timely. Mrs. Flynn, at pages 8 and 10 of her,

, ,

20 pleadings, lays out the facts indicating that this matter
a

21 could have been raised back at the' hearing itself. It's

22 clear that Joint Intervenors had knowledge at that time.of

j; _

23 the substance of Mr. Van Vo's allegations. The fact he

24- didn't have his affidavit in hand, it seems to.me, is not

25 crucial.

|-

T

I

,

b

w , .r,-,, - - - . ~~,r,c,,-.,,,~w,-,.. ..,--.c.-,,ve,,n,. m-n~..-.. ,n-,- .,,,,,-,vn-e-,-,,n,--,w.-n-,-,,-,,w...--n--er,ve---, . - ,
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l There was a suggestion that it was not advanced earlier

2 because there was a question whether Mr. Van Vo would be

C)is 3- available as a witness. This is inconsistent with

4 Mr. Eddleman's statements he would be available as a

5 witness made at transcript 5317. Furthermore, Mr. Van Vo

6- was going to the Department of Labor as essentially a

7 whistleblower, and we find it hard to understand that a

-8 whistleblower would not be available to blow a whistle in

9 an NRC proceeding. Something of a contradiction in terms.

10 We see no reason why this was not raised back in September

11 or prior to hearing, and we see it as late now.

12 Beyond that, we would suggest that part of the motion

13 for the reason that the matters Mr. Van Vo alleges in his(~)
%./

14 contention are, we think, marginal at best as far as-the

15 management issue is concerned. We won't say it's

16 inconceivable, but-it's certainly unlikely that those

17 matters, if true, would affect the outcome on that

18 particular issue.

19 What the affidavit does show is that Mr. Van Vo had

20 access to the top levels of management, namely Mr. McDuffy

21 and Mr. Utley, and if anything, favors the Applicants'

22 position. Exactly what got said between Mr. Utley and

j3 23 Mr. McDuffy and Mr. Van Vo is in and of itself, we also
( )

'
24 think, not very significant.

25 Also not clear to us is that Mr. Utley's testimony was

1

. -
.. .. . ..
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1-

1 contradicted by what Mr. Van.Vo says in his affidavit. We

_
2 were told by counsel that at the time Mr. Van Vo saw

- 3 Mr. Utley, Mr. Van Vo presented him with his term paper

4 from his course in management with the idea of Mr. Van Vo

5 in his position telling Mr. Utley how to run his company.

6 If it shows anything, it shows lack'of' judgment by Mr. Van

7 Vo, certainly not lack of management by Mr. Utley.

8 Beyond that, Mr. Van Vo alleges various particular

9 delay matters, had some discussion at the hearing about

- 10 the significance of QA construction at the Shearon Harris

11. operating license proceeding, and a managemet contention

12 that essentially alleges a lack of management capability

- 13 to operate the facility; and we said in that connection

: 14 that we regarded that particular instance of OA problems

15 at Shearon Harris of secondary importance.

16 Once again here, Mr. Van Vo's alle~gations do not in our

17 view go to the heart that management's contentions --

18 management's contentions, as we all know, focuses on
!
'

19 basically the track record of the other facilities not the
|

20 construction of Shearon Harris, so seems to us, by way of
!

! 21 summary again, that the Van Vo affidavit has'only marginal

22 significance even if true with respect to that contention.

23 We are not reopening for that purpose.,

24 The second part of the motion on contention 1 asks that

'

25 certain covering letters and indices by which the Staff

:

|

i

- - _ - . . . ._. .. . _ . . . - _ - _ _ . . , _ . . .._. . . . , . _ . _ _ . . , _ . . _ _ ,
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l transmitted some papers to Mr. Eddleman in September and

2 October be admitted for a limited purpose; namely, to show
- O
' k- 3 -that the papers listed in'those indices exist. I think

4 the short answer is this motion is late. We had a due

-5 date of November 5 for matters produced or released from

6 September and October. That includes the cover letter and

7 the index, and we were given no persuasive reason why this'

8 shouldn't have been filed by what we regard as the
4

9 deadline. That's the short answer.

10 The somewhat longer answer, perhaps, is that the .

11 document is not disputed as far as we can tell by anybody.

12 Mr. Runkle in his pleadings says, " Move at this time to

g-) 13 admit attachment 2 and'3 into the record for the limited
V

14 . purpose of showing this material exists and was not

15 introduced.

16 "We'd move at this time to admit attachments 2 and 3;

17 into the record for the limited purpose of showing this

18 material does exist and was not destroyed as Counsel for4

19 NRC Staff Charles Barth and NRC Staff witness Paul Bemis

20 led the Board to believe."

21 What is missing at the end of that sentence is any

'22 transcript citation, particularly when they're being asked

23 to do something and something happened in the case to be- p
U

24 pointed to the reason, we're entitled to a transcript

25 citation.
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Llz There's no. showing here that Mr. Barth and-Mr. Bemis

2 said.anything of the sort, and they in effect deny it....

'

. 3 I might just_ add'that' transcripts have been made

4 .available throughout this case. Mr.~Eddleman has been-

5 . borrowing 1them on a regular basis, and we justidon't see

6 any reason why transcript citation couldn't have been

7 provided, so we're denying the motion to admit 2 and 3 to

8 the Joint Intervenors' motion.

9 The other thing I would like to mention in this

10 connection is that there is a pending appeal, as you all

11 know, :from the Staf f denial of several other papers

12' underlying the review to Mr. Dirks, the Executive Director

7- 13 of operations, and that was the subject of some discussion-

v-~'
14 at the hearing, and Intervenors initially wished to have

.15 as I recall, the deadline for. findings put over until that

16 appeal has.been resolved, and the Board did not take that

17 approach. We did set the date that we set, we did say

18 that we would write a' letter to the Executive Director of

19 operations and ask him to expedite the appeal. The

20 _ appeals Board -- hopefully it's going to be released --

21 -will be released before the findings are due.

22 Let.me just_ report, in that regard, that what I have

. - -
- 23- _done on behalf of the Board; I telephoned Mr. Rehm, Thomas'

~24- Rehm, Assistant Executive Director of operations. Mr.~~

25 Rehm is responsible, among other things, for seeing that
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.1 matters-get progressed in an expeditious fashion in that
_

.

-2 particular. office, and I told him that we would appreciate
_

-
- .3z it if.this particular appeal could be resolved as soon as

4 possible-because it was desired on-the part of the parties

5 -to refer to'the documents if:any were. going to be. released,

6 and heLwas' receptive to my question.

7- He called me back and indicated there was 'some

8 difficulty with. rounding up the papers and I didn't get

.9 into the details of that with him. The main message I.

10 want to send is that the Board did contact Mr. Rehm in

11 this regard. He did tell me that he was going to do his

11 2 best to get the matter resolved as soon as possible, and

13 hopefully in'the next week or two. I hope that-proves to

14 be the case. I don't think that writing a letter on top
s

' 15' of.that is really going to serve any.useful purpose.

16- Af ter some requests, we won't do that, but we' wanted to

17 report what we.had done along that line.

-18 Now, the Board-has discussed-how this all works out.

.19 From-our standpoint, seems to us that the time for filing

20 findings on contention 1 and others should stay where it

21 is and not be altered on this basis. If there-is action

22 on the appeal very soon, and that's time enough to

23- incorporate whatever papers.are released into the record,:

24 that's fine. If not, and some papers are released

25 following the deadline for filing findings, then we would;
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. . ,

1 Latill receive or im open to receiving a motion, a prompt

otion, from the Intervenors, moving that these documents''2 m
_

- 1

.3 .be'Lin the-record, and at_the same time proposing any' '

4. | findings that you want to make with reference-to those

5 papers,_but that is where we think it best~to leave the

6 -matter at this time.

7 MR. EDDLEMAN: Judge, may I.just comment on one

8- thing? I believe you referred earlier to one of my

ML statements about Mr. Van Vo's availability. I believe

11 0 that was after the 22nd of October when his affidavitLwas
- .

11 released that I spoke to his counselland he said he would

12- be available.

13 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: I believe that's not correct,

14 and-I'll look it up.

15 MR. EDDLEMAN: I may be wrong.

16 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: 5317. Just a minute.'

17 MS. FLYNN: 5316 and 17. There's some

18 discussion --

19 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Oh, about Van Vo and you say

20 at the top of 5317, October 24 -- I'm sorry, what date did

21 you say it was?

22 MR. EDDLEMAN: I said after the 22nd, Judge.

'23 MS. FLYNN: I don't think that's the point. The

. O.-
24- point was that Mr. Eddleman's statement that he would be

--25 available preceded by some time Mr. Runkle also stating
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1 that he didn't know until the case was settled whether or

2 not Mr. Van Vo would be available, and the case of that
'A
k2 3 issue wasn't settled until after the October 25th, so

4 that's not really the crucial point.

5 MR. EDDLEMAN: I just wanted to make sure when

6 it was that I was quoted. If it was the 24th, I believe

7 that's correct, Judge.

8 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Yes, it was. After the close

9 of the management hearing, which you're point is well
'

10 taken. Doesn't change the result as far as we're ;

11 concerned, but your point is well taken. i-

12 MR. EDDLEMAN: Thank you.

13 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Right. We would like to turn(-}\./
14 next to the pending contentions that arose out of Mr. Van

15 Vo's affidavits, and the most useful I discussed as we

16 raise them in the following order. First we'd like to

17 talk about Mr. Eddleman's contentions 41-D, 41-E and 41-F.

18 We believe that these three contentions are unduly broad,

19 that they lack specificity and they are rejectable on that
.

20 ground, and we do reject them on that ground.

21 As to -- those are 41-D, E and F. I would simply note

22 that 41, we just got through trying, is a pipe hanger

e- 23 contention, and 41-D is lacking in specificity, goes to

k ')/~

24 any safety-related equipment, not specified. 41-E in some

25 respects appears to be a restatement of what we understood

. _ _ - _ _ _ - _ . _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - - - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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l 41 to be about, talks about pipe hangers, insulation,

2 which is exactly what we spent several days talking about.
p_

- k- 3 We see that as, one, lacking in specificity, and two,

4 pretty much of a retread of old 41. 41-F simply alleges

5 QA concerns are not documented properly in most of the

6 cites, most of the Van Vo affidavit, and says the

7 violations mean that safety and quality of Harris

8 conditions be established. If that isn't the broadest
,

9 contention I've ever read, it's awfully close. Seems to

10 have no specificity at all, and it is rejected.

11 41-H I'll mention next. Essentially what we might

12 characterize as a structural OA complaint that I say goes,

- rx 13 to the way the function is organized. We don't really see
b

,

14 why, based on the documentation of the QA that's been on
'

15 file for some years, this contention couldn't have been

16 raised earlier. The Applicants make the point at pages 34

17 through 36 of their pleading, and what they're basically

18 making there is that this is a concern of INE over some
,

19 long period of time, INE reports that related to -- just a

20 moment.

21 The Applicants' basic point is at 35, says the concern

.22 was raised much earlier than the Van Vo affidavit, but we
,

(~s 23 think there's a lack of good cause with respect to 41 'f ,

~

24 so much so that it's rejectable on that ground, and it is

25 rejected.

4

_m __________.___.______.___._._______________.___._.__________________.______._m__________ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _
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l Those four Eddleman contentidns, 41-D, E, F, and H,

2 were rejected for the reasons given. That leaves two

3 Eddleman contentions, and then Mr. Runkle also, two

4 contentions for CCNC that we want to address and ask-some.

5' questions about. 41-C, Eddleman 41-C, and Mr. Runkle's WB --
..

6 could you tell'us what that stands for?

7 MR. RUNKLE: I wasn't sure what number I was on,

8 so that was for whistleblower.

9 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: WB-1, those allege

10 falsification of documents on material traceability. That

11 would appear to be sufficiently specific allegation. The

12 Applicants argue there were INE reports on materials

13 traceability that have been available for some time, goes

14 to good cause.
.

15 Let me ask, Mr. Baxter and Mr. O'Neill, whichever one

16 is appropriate, these INE reports that you refer to

17 starting with' material traceability, did they speak to the

18 allegations of falsification of those records?

19 MR. O'NEILL: Judge, not so much falsification

20 with respect to out and out, with malice aforethought

21 falsification of records. It's not clear to me that the

22 Van Vo affidavit, which is the basis for that contention,
,

es 23 goes to that proposition either.

U
24 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: That's a separate point, I

25 understand that, but the contentions use the word

. _ . . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ -
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l " falsification"; 41-C does, and I believe WB-1 does too.

_
2 So are those voluminous INE Reports, Mr. O'Neill?

e Ik/ 3 MR. O'NEILL: They are among the reports that I

4 handed out at the hearing.

5 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: The ones you're referring to

6 we should have?

7 MR. O'NEILL: Yes.

8 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Okay, that's helpful.

9 Mr. Eddleman, you have any comment on the Applicants'

10 argument that you lack good cause because 41-C is

11 something you could have raised before on the basis of INE

12 Reports?

13 MR. EDDLEMAN: I think Mr. Van Vo's information(-
''

14 about the way in which this nonexistent order was

15 repeatedly used is something that might have been

16 difficult to raise earlier. I think the sort of pattern

17 of problem that he alleges from his inside perspective was

18 not a public record until he made his affidavit available.

19 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Well, what part of his

20 affidavit do you point to for falsification? I read the

21 paragraphs you cite and frankly had trouble finding it.

22 1716, 3, has absolutely nothing to do with falsification.

ry 23 MR. EDDLEMAN: I don't have the thing in front

i 'i'

24 of me. My recollection is when he talks about the use of

25 the nonexistent purchase order number that he mentions,

._-- -_-_- _--- ____-__
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1 :that the first they traced it and found that the purchase

2 order in fact had been voided out and then they found that

3 that same purchase order had been referred to for

4 materials for other hangers.

5 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Doesn't come out and say

6 " falsified"; does he?

7 MR. EDDLEMAN: On it's face -- if you put down a.

8 purchase order that doesn't exist as a basis for materials

9 and say that that's been checked and you know that's where

10 those materials came from, then that's falsification

11 because the document does not exist and he says that.

12 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Anything else that you point

~p 13 to, Mr. Eddleman, other than the Van Vo affidavit as the
U

14 reason for raising this matter at this time?

15 MR. EDDLEMAN: No, sir.

16 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Okay, turning to Mr. --

17 Mr. Runkle, we were talking about those 41-C and your WB-It

18 they seem to be essentially similar. Is there anything

19 you want to add on the point we have been discussing?

20 MR. RUNKLE: My reading of the Van Vo affidavit

21 is the use of purchase orders that have been -- were not

22 existent or had already been voided. That's what the word

23 " falsification," that was what he was referring to.^)
24 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Okay.

25 MR. RUNKLE: I have nothing more than that to
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l ' add.

2 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: .. What we're really focusing on

O/- 3 here is good cause and'I think we've heard something from

4 alltinterested parties. Staff have'anything to add on

5 that?

6 MR. O'NEILL: No, your Honor, we abide by.our

7 comment which remained on page 7 of your response. We do

8 not find anything alleging falsification by Van Vo.

9 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Okay, turn.to 41-G contention,

10 "the pattern of harassment, intimidation, failure to

11 respond," so forth. . I understand that Applicants settled

12 for Van Vo's Department of Labor complaint with Mr. Van Vor

13 is that correct?

14 MS. FLYNN: Yes.

15 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: That was a complaint that

16 proceeds under a rather narrow, patchy-set of rules

17 designed to protect whistleblowers, as we understand it,'

18 and indeed, when Lydia Wells initially responded in.a

19 negative way to Mr. Van Vo by her saying they could not
1

20 substantiate his claim, what they could not substantiate

21 was any nexus between his activities and participating _in

22 a NRC proceeding or informing the NRC; so I for one was a

23 little surprised that you settled such a claim. 'May be

24 that we don't know what the terms of settlement-were,

25 simply settlements that what is the cost of hearings, that

i
,
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l would be one thing, but we don't know anything about it,

2 and frankly raises the question in my mind as to what are
,

''s) 3 the merits of this complaint that's been settled.

4 Could you give-the Board some information about the

5 terms of. settlement?

6 MS. FLYNN: Yes, I can. During the last day of

7 the safety hearing, I addressed to-some extent this matter
~

8 and I mentioned there that for purely practical

9 considerations that the Company had settled it but that

10 Mr. Van Vo was entirely free as was the Company and should

11 participate fully in the NRC's investigation of the

12 allegations raised in Mr. Van Vo's affidavit, so that is

13 ongoing on its own track and hasn't been at all interfered

14 with.

15 The agreement that was reached between Mr. Van Vo and

16 CP&L on the Department of Labor and from EEOC claim that

17 he had is available to the Board if it would help the

18 Board to fully understand, if the Board's belief is that. '

19 it's necessary to have a proper understanding of this. 'I

20 think that given what you said that you've indicated that,

21 and we'd be happy to make a copy of the agreement

22 available to the Board, so that you could see precisely

e 23 what the terms are.; g -)
\._/

24 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: We'd like to have a copy.

25 MS. FLYNN: Fine.

. _ _ - . . _ - . . . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ - - . . , - _ . . _ __ _. _ _ , _ . - ___ _ - - - - .. . . _
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1 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: I assume there was a money.

-2: settlement in connection with that?
f%-d 3 MS. FLYNN: That's correct.

4 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Does the agreement cite the

5 amount?-

6 MS. FLYNN: Yes.

7 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: If you'd provide us with a

8' copy, we'd appreciate that.

,
9 MS. FLYNN: All right.

10 MR. O'NEILL: Judge, I can only-make one comment.

11 We have handled a number of those claims in this office.

12 They tend to be rather expensive to litigate. No matter

13 what the merits.

.O
14 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: -Whatever you have by way of

15 explanation, you're free to do so.

16 MS. FLYNN: Thank you.

17 MR. BARTH:- Mr. Kelley, are you requesting that-

18 the settlement agreement be served on all the parties and

19 the Board and the whole service list?

20 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Is there any objection to just

-21 serving the serv' ice list?

22 MS. FLYNN: It would be preferable; there's a

23 nondisclosure term in it and it says that except aseg
G

24 required by this Board or some other government agency,

25 and so for that reason, at least at present, I think that
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'l: to honor the terms of that agreement it should be limited

22 ;to the Board at this moment.
'O
'V- .3 . MR. BARTH: That's why I raised the question.

4 We do.have the ex parte rule in effect, and I think we

5- .might get around.that-if everybody agrees to that. 'I'm

6 1 agreeable that the Board only be served with a copy at

7 this time so if it becomes a problem later we can face.it

8 later.

9 MS. FLYNN: I wanted to add I believe that that
,

10- would serve Mr. Van Vo's interests as well.

11. CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Let's go around. If it's okay

12 with the parties, I assume it's okay with the Board, but

13 Mr. Eddleman, is that all right with you?;

'

-14 MR.-EDDLEMAN: I have the following problem with

15: that. .I don't want to compromise any of Mr. Van Vo's

16 rights or interests or legitimate interests of the power

17 . company. The problem I have . is the . power . company's

18 attorneys know what's in this agreement. If they want to

19 make arguments, they can, and I'm not in a position to

20 examine or refute or respond to them in any realistic way

_ 21' because I don't have access to the documents. I would

22 agree to receive the document under a -- you know, a

' 23 protective order or something like that, but I want to be
L

24 able to make arguments back on it if the Applicants are

25 . going to make arguments on it.

._=__:______-____-_-__:_____----_______________-______-__-_-___-__-_____________.
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l' MS. FLYNN:' Applicants wouldn't be making any

. 2 arguments on it. .The. Board said we could offer an
: .

3 explanation of the Company's motivation in settling.- That

4 has.nothing~to do with --

5 MR. BARTH: But Mr. O'Neill just said these

6- things tend to be expensive to litigate. How much does
'

7 that come to and how much was the settlement? Those
,

8 things are crucial to that argument.

9 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: We understand Mr. Eddleman's

10 point. For the moment, Mr. Eddleman is on record as
,

11 wanting the document or objecting to it. Let's just check

12 the others. I don't see any reason why Dr. Wilson needs

) - : 13 it, for example. What about Mr. Runkle?-

14 MR. EDDLEMAN: There was one paragraph in the'

15 settlement agreement that was for public dissemination,

16 and I have seen that paragraph - There was one paragraph-

17 in the settlement agreement that's in quotes that was

18 allowed by both parties to be used. for public

19 dissemination. I have seen that paragraph, obviously, and

20 it does not include the settlement agreement. I would be

21 willing also to get it under some kind of protective order,

22 not for public disclosure.

. < ' 23 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: In view of the fact that we're
'

24' talking about Mr. Eddleman's intimidation contention and

25- not wanting yours, I don't know why you need to know about
'

.

hha____.______._._._.__. . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . , _ _ , , _ ,_ .,_
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l it.

2 MR. RUNKLE: That was what we were discussing,
( )
'v' -3 both contentions.

4 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: We're on 41-G and Mr. Runkle

5 does not have a corresponding or similar contention, so

6 that's all we're talking about.

7 MR. EDDLEMAN: Only reason we're interested in

8 this settlement is with the intimidation allegation.

9 MR. JONES: If you're going to serve us with ,

10 this, I don't need a copy of the settlement.

11 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Why do you need it, Mr. Runkle?

.12 MR. RUNKLE: If you're going to be -- I would-be

13 willing --:

14 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: We're certainly not going to

15 do that. We've established that. What we're trying to

16 do -- the proposition to us ist Give it to the Board and

17 nobody else. I'm trying to find out who in addition to

18 the Board really wants this and needs it. That's-all, and

19 my question to you is: why do you need it? You don't

20 have a contention along those lines.

21 MR. RUNKLE: I really don't know why I would

22 need it. I haven't seen it yet.

23 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Okay, seems to the Board the

24 Board has an interest and a need to see the document, and

25 we'd like t see it. We're willing to take it under the

~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ . __ _ - _-_____ _ _-_ - __- ---. . - _ - _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ -
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l . understanding that we would simply see it ourselves and

. 2 keep it confidential to ourselves, at least pending
Ok/ 3 further discussion with the parties.

4 Mr. Eddleman, his contention is that it's relevant to

5 this particular point; he's willing to take.it under, I

6 believe an understanding that -- under protective order,

7- in essence. Anybody else? Staff says they don't

8 need it. How about Mr. Eddleman taking it under

9 protective orders, Ms. Flynn?

10 MS. FLYNN: If the Board believes that it would

11 be useful to him that certainly seems fair.

12 VOICE: I would suggest that we can live by the

13 terms of the agreement if you direct it to you and to3
wJ

14 Mr. Eddleman under protective order.

15 MR. O'NEILL: I don't see any problem with it.

16 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: The approach we'll take is

17 that we'll issue a separate order apart from this

18 transcript. It will probably be in the transmittal with

19 the transcript that says we're directing you to turn over

20 a copy to the Board and to Mr. Eddleman under protective

21 order and we'll have a protective order to cover that.

22 Okay?

23 MS. FLYNN: Yes, thank you.r-)( ,

'~'
24 MR. O'NEILL: Thank you, Judge.

25 CIIAIRMAN KELLEY: Mr. Jones, the Staff I believe

. _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _
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1 was investigating Mr., Van Vo's concerns.

, . 2 MR. JONES: That's correct.

< P)^\ s - 3 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Where does that stand?.

4 MR. JONES: I think we've committed that we'd

5 have the report out before Christmas, and I~think we're

6 still'on.that schedule. I know of no delay.

7 CHAIRMAN KELLEY:. Thank you. Mr. Eddleman, with

8 -regard to your contention 41-G, the harassment contention,

9 if you will, I have spoken to this and probably did
|

!10 earlier,'but if that contention were admitted, could you

11 give us an indication of as to what you think you could

12 contribute to a sound record on the matter, and I raise
.

l

13 'the question because it's the kind of contention that !.O
14 would require a fair amount of time and effort on your.

15 part. Are you teaching next semester? ,

l

16 MR. EDDLEMAN: My teaching schedule for the

17 current semester -- we're on a trimester system, consists

18 of one class meeting two times a week. I blocked out the

19 time for the emergency planning hearing, which was

20 postponed, and so I don't have any significant

| 21 responsibilities there.

22 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: What's the timeframe there,<

23 roughly, you're talking about?

.O,

24 MR. EDDLEMAN: This would be from now through

:
; 25 the end of February, early March, and then the third
:
,

1

:
i

. _ _ _ _______________.____.m _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ __. ___...______________.____.__________m___.__.m__. _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _-
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l trimester my schedule is not set at all. Right now I'm

2 not formally committed to doing anything there, so if it

|
'

3 were necessary, I could free up all that time.ss

4 Let me think. Anyway, what I'm saying is I would have

5 substantial amounts of time available to work on this

6 myself, and I would also see, if this contention were

7 admitted, the substance of people like the government

8 accountability project and so on to pursue discovery and

9 to try to bring out concerns that people had about this.

10 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: My main question you answered

11 was that you would have some time consistent with your

12 schedule if this were admitted?

13 MR. EDDLEMAN: Yes.
)

~~

14 PRESIDING JUDGE: Let's turn to WB-2,

15 Mr. Runkle's second contention. This goes to the steam

16 generator feed water pump, sometimes called coldspringing

17 the pipe. When we -- we have received in that regard

18 Applicants' opposition, Staff's opposition with regard to

19 the hearing. We then later did get an affidavit from

20 Mr. Runkle enclosing the supplemental affidavit from

21 Mr. Van Vo on this subject, and then yesterday I believe

22 we got further affidavits from Applicants in answer to

23 Ms. Flynn's pleadings which gave further information about73
\ )

24 the significance of this particular pipe and pump. And''

25 the Board's reaction to the information we got, in the

t

i

l
- - - - - - - _ _ - - - - - - - - - - - - _ - - - - - - -
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l sense opposition or rather in the Applicants' opposition

2 and the Staff's opposition, was not very helpful in this
O
\_/ 3 regard because it was-essentially foreclosury, simply

4 safety systems.

5 Why isn't it a safety system? Doesn't say why it was

6 called a safety system or what it does. They said, don't

7 worry, it's not a safety system. That didn't help us very

8 much.

9 We got back then from Mr. Van Vo an affidavit saying

10 they call it a safety system, it must be a safety system,

11 and given what he has to shoot at, you can't expect him to

12 say a great deal more.

r3 13 We then got to these affidavits from Ms. Flynn, and it
~

14 included the affidavit of Richard E. Lumsden. And Richard

15 E. Lumsden explained what the pipe does, what the pump

16 does, and why .they call it what they call it in a fairly

17 helpful way.

18 Our tentative inclination at this point, based on

19 Mr. Lumsden's affidavit, was it concludes that the safety

20 significance of this particular system is so slight that

21 it doesn't warrant Board scrutiny, and we'd exclude it on

22 that basis. However, we didn't get, until we heard from

f- 23 Mr. Lumsden again, the satisfactory explanation of the

())
24 whole thing. And the question is whether Mr. Runkle, Mr. ;

25 Van Vo, whether they have anything to say whether they

,

% - - _ _ . . _ _ - - - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - . . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ - _ _ - _ - . - - . - - _ - - _ . _ - _ _ . _ . _ . - - - - _ - - - . - _ _ . - . - . . _ _ . - _ . - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . - _ . - _ _ _ _ _ - - . _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ _ - - - - _ _ . _ - - _ _ - - _ _ _ . - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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j' l' wish to interject or question what Mr. Lumsden says in

2 light of what we now have before us.
.Y~f

- 3- Mr. Runkle, you want to pursue this question further

4 |with n'nother affidavit? Do you think you have a basis for

5 contradicting Mr. Lumsden?

6 MR. RUNKLE: I have not received a copy of

7 } Mr. Lumsden's affidavit. I'm not sure what's in it. I

8' would like an opportunity to review it and also have Mr.

' 9 Van Vo, who I would leave the decisions to, and chance to
.

10 view the affidavit.

11 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Presumably you'll get a copy.

12 I don't know why you don't have one yet. Presumably

- 13 you'll get a copy of the document.

14 O J. FLYNN: I think it was served on Friday.

'15 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: You don't have.the papers?

16 MR. RUNKLE: I have not'been in this morning.
,

,;
*

,

could have come in this morning.17 It
4

18 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: In any case, you'll. find an
o

'' - ; 19 affidavit from Richard E. Lumsden' explaining that thiss.-
3,-

;

/' 20 isn't a safety system and why.

21 MR. RUNKLE: All right.

22 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: How much time -- if you would

23 like an opportunity to review this and have Mr. Van Vo
[gs

24 look at'it, see whether you want to respond to it, how

25 much time do you think you would need?

.
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l MR. RUNKLE: My biggest problem this week and a

,
2 half is I have two hearings down on the coast, one this

kJ 3- Thursday and Friday and one next Wednesday and Thursday.

4 That's about as far as we got.

5 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Can you pick up slowly there,

6 Mr. Runkle?

7 MR. RUNKLE: I'll try, judge.

8 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Occurs to me that what you

9 would need to do, get a copy of the affidavit to Mr. Van

10 Vo, but read it, see whether he's got anything to say in+

11 response.

12 MR. RUNKLE: Exactly.

13 CHAIRMAN . KELLEY: That's just a phone. call,

Q(~s,

14 isn't it; or an envelope?

15 MR. RUNKLE: Yes.

16' CHAIRMAN KELLEY: If you could get that to him

17 in the mail this week, he should know next week whether-

i. 18 he's got anything more to say. What about -- just a

!
! 19 minute.

~

Your findings on.the safety contentions are due the20
-i

-21' 21st; is that correct?

| 22 MR. EDDLEMAN: No , that's Applicants'.

23 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Okay, never mind. Then --

O
24 well, even so, Mr. Runkle' if you want to file an,

|-

|- 25 additional affidavit from Mr. Van Vo, protesting the

H,

|
t-

t

i

f

- , -, . , , , . . ..,-,,,n-,-.,.n_,,_..
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1 safety status of this system, especially the Lumsden

2 affidavit, have it in the mail by the 21st.

(~
' 3 MR. RUNKLE: 'Yes.

4 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: That brings us then to the

5 motion by Mr. O'Neill on behalf of.the. Applicants

6 regarding the EDI diesel contention. I don't recall -- as

7 Mr. O'Neill recites, we received a group of contentions

8 from Mr. Eddleman about a year ago and notably numbers 178

9 and 179. We said that they weren' t untimely as far as we

10 were concerned but otherwise we were going to defer a

11 ruling essentially because that was a complex unfolding

12 situation. It seemed to us more sensible on the whole to

13 wait until the situation were considerably clearer than it(-). (_e -
14 was at the time, and it was also our feeling, as we said-

15 then and later, that the contentions 178 and 179 focused

16 really on very generic issues, having to do with the

17 manufacture of those machines and not addressing directly

18 the merits or demerits of the particular diesels that were

19 going to be used at Shearon Harris.

20 The background is pretty well recited by Mr. Beeman,

21 his discuosion at the transcript 6843 through 46, the

22 recitation of background is helpful. Beginning on 6847

O.'
23- and through 6848, Mr._O'Neill makes a motion and in that-

~ 24 context I'll just read that again. I'm now quoting

25 Mr. O'Neill from at this point 6847, pi'cking up in the
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~
middle of--the page,-line 12.l

,

2 " Reviewing the phase 1 documents that Mr..Eddleman has
.q
\~/ 3 and the SER, this commitment meets all the requirements.in

4 theLSER. Mr. Eddleman is now in a position to know

'

5 essentially all of the details of Applicants' programs to

6 insure the reliability of the EDI diesels.

7 Furthermore, Applicants continue to extend the offer

8 that we previously made Mr. Eddleman to discuss the

9 results of inspections to date and the details of the

10 program and attempt to satisfy him that the program is

11 adequate. We previously extended this offer to him and

12 due to his schedule we've not actually yet had such a

g-* 13 meeting but we'd be happy to do that.
t -

14 "In spite of this information, Applicants propose the

15 following in the form of a motion as to how this Board
.

16 should deal with the contentions.

17 "I believe that sufficient information is now available

18 for the Board and Mr. Eddleman to make some determination

19 as to where we should go with the previously filed rather

20 generalized generic contentions.

21 "We would move that Mr. Eddleman have 30 days from the

22- date of conclusion of this hearing within which to draw

23- contentions 178 and 179 and at that time also make the$
'V

24 required showing-pursuant'to 10 CFR section 2.714A.

25 "In spite of the information now available in the

- - - - . . . - .
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.1 . owners group program plan and the SER that demonstrates

2 that there's a way of insuring reliability of the EDI
7..,

i (_/ 3 Diesel, even with the admitted problems with the QA at the

4 manufacturing facility, we believe that Mr. Eddleman;now

5 has the burden to place a contention in that -program, not

6 - just to generally say there was some problems with OA'of

7 the diesel generator at the manufacturing site."

8 That's the close of what I'm quoting, but that's the

'9 essence of the Applicants' motion. We have received-a

10 purported document from the Staff urging us to grant this

11- - motion-with a somewhat different deadline for filing but'

12 essentially taking'the same position.

rg 13 We~ received a pleading from Mr. - Eddleman who proposes
V

14 motions, and the thrust of his opposition is that he still

15 doesn't have enough information about the results;

16 particularly in other data peculiar to Shearon Harris. He

17 is also dissatisfied with the responses he gets, received
~

18 or not received, from the staff on the general subject.

19 The Board agrees with the Applicants' motion and we're

20 going to grant it for the reasons we give and also subject

21 to a couple of positions that we' d state . It'does seem to

22 us that there's now adequate information to frame a

- 23 specific contention that he may wish to frame.

24 Information that's been pointed to by Mr. O'Neill already

25 - is indeed available. Mr. O'Neill in fact, the 31st laid

.

r s- - r , , , . , , , w-,. , ---s ., . .n r,-,,->~, ,-,,a.--- -----w-,, ,ev ,-e -, . . - - , - -.n. ,-- --n,
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l out the basic program qualifying the diesel.

2 We then have from the staff an SER on that program. We-

'

3 have received the other day and all parties will get it.

4 In addition, some information about very similar diesels

'

5 that are further along in qualifying than are the diesels

6 with Shearon Harris, and I'm referring to Grand Gulf and.
,

7 Comanche Peak. Those also involve the DSRV-16 diesel

8 engines.

9 The Applicants included in their packet of the other

10 day attachment 5. The thing that stands out from the

11 Applicants' attachment 5 is that the diesel engines for

12 Shearon Harris are going to be required to carry a smaller

13 load than the diesels that are going to be used at those(S
' %) .

14 other three facilities as far as we know. Otherwise,

-15 .those machines are virtually identical, so there's an

16 element of concervatism and safety built into the Shearon

17 Harris diesel. Beyond that, so far we've referred to

18 quite a bit of specific information about the diesels.
|

19 They are going to be used at Shearon Harris.

20 We might just note that there has now been quite

21 extensive litigation of the EDI diesel at Shoreham. Let

22 me flag the fact that those engines are designed
t

23 . differently and a lot may be irrelevant, but a lot may be, <w.

.b',

24 relevant. That's on public record for anyone that wants'.

25 to read it, so we're living now in a world that's very
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1 different than the world we were in about a year ago as

2 far as these machines are conccrned.

Os-< 3 We think it is time that there's going to be an-

4 on-the-record hearing scrutiny of the CID as to Shearon

5 Harris on these diesels and not on events that have long

i 6 since been taken over by other matters.
t

.f.

7 The allegations 179 and 178 as they now stand are

8 essentially irrelevant.in our view. What we want to hear

9 about is what's wrong with the Shearon Harris diesel.

10 With that in mind, we're going to direct that Mr. Eddleman

11 review those materials as to the five remaining

12 contentions in lieu of 178 and 179, under these

13 circumstances that have been overtaken by these events are--

14 rejected. But we're leaving the door open for more

15 particularized contentions.

16 As to time, seems to us originally it was proposed by

17 the Applicants, 30 days from the close of hearing.and

18 that's almost here, we think February-1st is sufficient

19 time for the deadline for the revising of any. diesel

20 contentions. That takes into account enough time for

21 Mr. Eddleman to do any more reading he may need to do on

22 this subject area and it also will accommodate an

23 opportunity for Mr. Eddleman to sit down with the experts
dg-~

24 from Shearon Harris or EDI, if they're available, and'

25 discuss concerns he may have. And indeed, we're going to
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1 make it a prerequisite that, given the willingness and

' f'h_
2 availability of the Applicants' people, such a sit-down

\/ 3 session take place prior to filing of contentions with the'

4 Board by the deadline date of February 1, 1985.

5 We are aware of the fact, obviously, that additional

6. information on these engines will become available after.

7 the' deadline. The date we're setting.under the

8 Applicants' program runs well into 1985 before all the

9 tests are-run and all inspection inspection data is
.

10 available. It's possible that information surfacing at

11 that later date will afford the basis for some other

12 contentions. We'll cross that bridge when we come to it

r- 13 as we do in any where new information may surface. But

.(
14 based on what's available now, we think the time for

15 particularization is here.

;: 16 We would add in this regard one thing, and this is as

17 important, we did not have from Mr. Eddleman a very
i

18 detailed showing of his ability to contribute to the;

I 19 record on this issue. We raised the same point a few
|

| 20 minutes ago on the subject of harassment and intimidation
r
'

'l contention, but our operating assumption there is you

2. don't have to be a technical expert to look into

23 intimidation and harassment; if you have the time and will
,.

,

'
24 to do so, you can do it.

25 We do not apply that assumption to the integrity of
|

!
t

'

'

t
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l . diesel generators. That is a subject we think requires

2 expert assistance. There's case law in the NRC applied
,

- 3 most recently in Catawba that I know of to the effect that

4 we've got a subject that requires expert assistance, very

5 simply you got to have an expert if it's a lay contention,

6 as these would be. Therefore, when you file any revised

7 contentions, Mr. Eddleman, if and when you do, it will be

13 incumbent upon you to make a pretty clear showing that

9 you've got somebody who is indeed an expert on the subject

10 and that he will be, he or she will be actively involved

11 in helping you present your case.

12 I would say at a minimum the mere statement that you

13 might get that somebody from Shoreham is not enough. . What.feg
(/

14 we need is a statement that says, I've got Joe Smith, an

15 expert, who's going to help me on this contention, resume

16 attached. I talked to Mr. Smith. He's agreed to do such

17 and such and such for me, and he will be available to

18 . testify at the hearing. That's what we want to hear. .And

19 if we don't hear, if we don't see a clear commitment of

20 expert resources to pursue this contention, then the

21- contention will be rejected because we don't feel anything

22 useful will come out of it, so do bear that in mind and

- 23 give us a more specific layout than we have.

V
'

24 MR. O'NEILL: Judge Kelley, I would like to

25 inform the Board and the parties that we will be filing

. . _ _ ,_ - _ . - . ..._ _ , _ , , _ - . , - __
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1 the phase 2 report earlier than I anticipated in my

2 statement at the hearing, which will advance this progress

- ) '
3 in this particular ' drill. The phase 2 report should.be.

4 filed before the end of December.- It will be over four

5 volumes in its length, and I would like at this time -- of

6 course we'll deliver a copy to Mr. Eddleman, to the Board

7. and to the Staff as desired.

8 I would like to ask for a waiver of the requirement-
;

9 that we' file with'all parties this particular. document

10 given it's voluminous length and that the only person who
'

11' has indicated an interest in the diesel issue was.

12 Mr. Eddleman.
.

13 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: The Board is inclined to grant- ~

14 that request. ~ We know of no one other than Mr. Eddleman

15- 'who's pursuing the matter. I would think in terms of-
-

16 copies to -- if you send the Board one. copy and one to
-

17 Mr. Eddleman and one to the Staff, unless they want_20,.

18 and -- but that's enough I think.

19 MR. O'NEILL:' Does Mr. Jones want one in Atlanta?'

~20 MR. JONES: No , I do not need-it.
.

t

! 21 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Thank you.
;

22 Now, one other small matter to mention and then we can,

23 go back to see if people want to raise questions about-
<-;

24 what we've done or raise other matters. We can do that
'

25 too. The small matter is simply this: We had submitted

a
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l to us, a few weeks ago, a stipulation and proposed order

2 on emergency planning contentions and apparently we left

- 3 out some language that was'needed in our last couple of

4 orders on that subject, and you haven't seen any action on

5 that, but that'does not connote that we're having problems

6 with it. It happens that the law clerk that worked on

7 that has.been out the last two weeks, and we wanted him to

8 take a look at that before we approved it.

9 We assume you're' proceeding on the assumption we'll

10 approve it, but that's where it stands. Ms. Ridgway, I

11 believe, filed that motion. Mr. Baxter might pass that on

12 down there.

r3 13 MR. BAXTER: This is on the codification of the
$,)

14 contentions?

15 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Exactly. You can assume, I

16 think, that that will be granted. It's just that we

17 wanted to check it.out with our law clerk, Mr. Crockett,

18 and he hasn't been around.

19 That takes us through our agenda. I guess we've had a

20 few discussions as.we've gone along. Let me just go

21 around the table.

'22 Ms. Flynn, anything from you?

23 MS. FLYNN: No.

-(-
24 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Mr. Baxter or Mr. O'Neill?

25 MR. BAXTER: No, we have nothing.

u
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l CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Mr. Barth?

2 MR. BARTH: Yes, your Honor. In regard to the-
'

.3 WB-2, the pump, we have not responded._to the November _25

4 affidavit. I would like your consent to respond:to that.
i

5 It will be as our response, but the one I have in my hand

I _6 is a bit more amplified, more detailed, and I would like-

i 7. to put.into the record. I'll commit to do that by

| 8 tomorrow if I have your permission.
4

9 CHAIRMAN-KELLEY: That's fine, and Mr. Runkle

10 will have that. We don't want Mr. Van Vo to have to keep

11- writing affidavits all winter, so he will have that and
,

12' whatever else he wants to say he can do that after the

- 13 deadline we talked about.
. r)

'

14 Mr. Jones?-

15 MR. JONES: Nothing here.

16 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Mr. Eddleman?<

17 MR. EDDLEMAN: _ Judge, I would like to ask a r

[ 18 question. I believe that if you asked for reconsideration
f

I 19 of orders on contentions you' normally have to'do-that
|-

20 within 10 days. I'would like to get 10 days from the-time
~

,

21' that I received the corrected transcript or marked up

( 22 transcript of-the rulings if that's agreeable. I'm not

23 saying I will' definitely do it, but I would like to'have
:

*\ 24 the-deadline extended if I need to.-
.

f 25 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Any objection?

I

'

!

I-
|s
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n 1 VOICE: Not from Applicants.

2 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Okay,'that's okay. Mr.'Runkle?'

3 MR. RUNKLE: No, sir.
1

4 CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Ladies and gentlemen, merry'

ir 5 Christmas. We'11 send this along shortly. '

1

6 VOICE: If Mr. O'Neill could give.me a call

7 about.the diesels tomorrow, I would appreciate it. I'm
~

'

8 going'to be tied up almost continuously.

-9 MR. O'NEILL: I'll call ~you next week.

'

10~ CHAIRMAN KELLEY: Thank you.

|~ 11 (Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the telephone

12' conference was concluded.)j
--
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